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FULL CORPORATE OFFER

ISSUE: APRIL/01/2020.

REF NO:JSCYUUNGNPZ/FCO-634.

VALID TILL:MAY/30/2020.

OFFICIAL MANDATE:MR MIKHAIL SERGROVIC.

EMAIL:Sergrovich@bk.ru

We “JSC YUZHURALNEFTEGAZ COMPANY” the Seller hereby
confirm under Penalty of Perjury, under International Law that we are
ready, willing and able to sell the following commodity as per the
specification and quantity/ price as specified in the terms and conditions
stated below.

We further warrant and attest that this allocation has been fully confirmed
as existing, is true and valid and is available for Sales & Purchases
transaction. We further warrant and attest under penalty of perjury that we
have full and complete legal rights and authority to sell this contract to
prospective Buyer.

1. LEGAL ADDRESSES AND BANKING DETAILS

SELLER

"JSC YUZHURALNEFTEGAZ COMPANY”

MAILING ADDRESS:

Full name:JSC YUZHURALNEFTEGAZ COMPANY’’

Subordination Ministry of Energy of the Russian Federation
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Working Hours:Monday-Friday(09:00-20:00), Saturday(09:00-18:00)

2. COMMODITY LIST/PRICE:

3. TERMS AND CONDTIONS (NON NEGOTIABLE)

JP54 & JET A1 PLATT PRICE FOB

IMMEDIATE LIFTABLE -12 NET GROSS

2,000,000 - 5,000,000bls -08 $18:00 $22:00

VIRGIN FUEL OIL D6 PLATT PRICE FOB

IMMEDIATE LIFTABLE -12 NET GROSS

100,000,000 -
500,000,000 gallons -10 $0:64 $0:67

EN 590 GOST 10 PPM PLATT PRICE FOB

IMMEDIATE LIFTABLE -12 NET GROSS

100,000 - 1,000,000Mts -10 $180:00 $190:00

DIESEL D2 GOST 305-82 PLATT PRICE FOB

IMMEDITE LIFTABLE -12 NET GROSS

100,000 - 1,000,000Mts -10 $230:00 $240:00
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1. Seller’s Official Representative Issues Soft Offer and buyer sends ICPO, CP and
Tank Storage Agreement (TSA) as proof of storage tank availability.

2. Seller verifies and issues: Commercial Invoice (CI) for the available quantity
in the storage tank, along with Commitment to supply, Statement of product
Availability and Certificate of origin of the product.Buyer Signs and returns CI to
Seller along with an ATV approved by their logistics company for seller’s
verification purposes.

3. Upon receipt of the signed CI and ATV, seller verifies and issue the POP
documents:

A.Seven 7 days Unconditional DTA

B.48 hours Fresh SGS Report in Rotterdam

C.loading port injection report

D.Product Passport

E.Tank Receipt

F.ATSC

G.Bill of Lading

4.Following the completion of the Dip Test, seller injects the fuel into buyer’s leased
Storage Tank and seller submits the full injection report to the buyer.

5. Buyer makes 100% payment by MT103 TT wire transfer for the total product and
Seller pays commission to all Seller side intermediaries as buyer likewise pays
commissions to all Buyer Side intermediaries involved in the transaction within 24
hours after confirmation of the buyer’s payment. Seller issues draft SPA to buyer to
review for R&E monthly deliveries.

6.Buyer reviews and approves the SPA and issues SBLC/IRDLC irrevocable, non
transferable, auto revolving for 12 monthly shipment value and documentary letter of
credit for length of contract and for each lift per schedule. Buyer pays after dip test by
MT103 Wire transfer on each monthly quantity.
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7.The subsequent delivery shall commence according to the terms and conditions of
the contract, and mandates/intermediaries receive their commissions according to
monthly deliveries

“JSC YUZHURANEFTEGAZ”is a refining and marketing company that focuses on
fuels for cleaner traffic. In everything we do we strive for quality, safety and
responsibility. Within our company we have built up a unique body of expertise
covering every aspect of the oil refining value chain, including products manufactured
from renewable raw materials. We use this expertise to implement our strategy of
cleaner traffic. We are pioneers in high technology that enables revolutionary product
innovations. We operate openly throughout our entire organization.

EXPORTER DEPARTMENTMANAGER REFINING AND PETROCHEMICALS
REPRESENTED BY: REPRESENTED BY:
DR KHABIPOV IREK ATLASOVICH TATYANA VENIAMINOVNAMARINA
TITLE: SALES & EXPORT DIRECTOR TITLE: SENIOR MANAGER
DATE: 01/04/2020 DATE: 01/04/2020
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